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Introduction  
      Section A: Unseen Prose and Poetry

         For the unseen question a signifi cant preference of the candidates was to write about the poem 
although the discrepancy was rather less marked than in the two previous sittings of the paper. We 
were able to differentiate a wide range of achievement from the responses received to both unseens 
although examiners felt that there was a tendency for less able candidates to opt for the poem.    

    For all questions, an individual mark for each of the assessment objectives is awarded. For the 
unseens AOs 1 (out of 10) and 2 (out of 30) are being assessed.    

    For AO1 we look for a literary approach to the topic with appropriate use of literary terminology. 
Literary points may be made quite acceptably without employing the precise literary term. The 
other facet of this AO is the requirement to write accurately and coherently. Although examiners are 
tolerant of minor slips in accuracy inevitable under examination conditions, we observe that even 
answers that score highly,   demonstrate inaccurate spelling and grammar.    

    For AO2 we are looking for the candidates’ ability to tackle this AO’s focus on structure, form and 
language. Many candidates do not fi nd an equal balance between each of these three threads of the 
AO. Nevertheless a detailed engagement with language in particular is essential to exploring what the 
writer is actually saying. The best answers manage to balance a knowledge of how the writer operates 
without losing sight of meaning.     

     Section B: Paired Texts     

    For the texts, by far the largest number of responses came from the  Relationships  section (with a very 
large number of answers to the (a) question). The other popular choice was for the  War  section with 
a similar preference for the (a) question. Very few answers were received on the  Identifying Self  and 
 Journeys  sections.     

    We were pleased to observe evidence of sound knowledge of the texts in many of the answers when 
a complex novel (and as often as not two) had been assimilated in quite a short teaching time. It is 
desirable that three texts have been studied although it is possible to achieve at the highest level 
with a discussion on only two. The important differentiator is the range of knowledge demonstrated 
within a text as well as between them. Some examiners felt that some low achieving candidates 
provided evidence of knowledge and understanding of a very limited number of poems from the 
anthologies or collections as well as rather generalised, non-specifi c or limited knowledge of the novel 
or novels discussed. No candidates failed to meet the requirement to have studied a post-1990 text.     

    As with the Unseen section of the paper, an individual mark was awarded for each assessment 
objective. In addition to AO1 and AO2 (marked out of 10), AO3 and AO4 are also assessed (out of 20).     

    For AO3 it is essential to make links between texts. Low achieving candidates may show sound 
knowledge of individual texts but demonstrate limited links between them.    In order to satisfy 
the requirements of the second thread of this AO, a well-argued personal response may enable a 
candidate to score as highly as those who name critics or critical movements to support their own 
argument.     

    For AO4, the context of the modern reader is to be taken as the candidate’s own informed personal 
response, (so there is a clear link to AO3) or that of other critics. The cultural worlds and the 
attitudes they presented at the time of writing are often invaluable in supporting responses to the 
older texts or the more modern ones that deal with the historical past.      
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  Question 1      
The poem, Lorna Goodison’s Tightrope Walker was the more popular of the unseens.

        The ability to engage with the informal and colloquial voice of the narrator with its witty word play 
on ‘balance’ and ‘shortfall’ in the opening section, was likely to suggest an informed approach to the 
many literary features to be found in the poem, and which are used to build up an ambiguous and 
complex picture of the narrator and her chosen profession.     

    Some tendency to take the poem totally literally limited a number of candidates but the examples of 
unpleasant consequences of the job were often undervalued at the expense of the richness and exotic 
nature of the costumes. The disturbing consequences of tight-rope walking such as the ‘multiple 
miscarriages’ were often ignored at the expense of noting the use of alliteration. A few candidates 
thought that the narrator was male and some had odd views on the low life associations of ‘fi shnet 
tights’.    

    Lower band answers sometimes limited themselves to chronological accounts of the action of the 
poem. Higher band answers would be more likely to deal with the poem’s narrative structure and 
engage in more detail with language features.    

    Since the language is so rich in imagery and the voice is so distinctive, it was surprising and 
disappointing to record how many answers were concerned to highlight what is not there like a regular 
metre or rhyme scheme and to over react to the signifi cance of possible sonnet-like features of the 
fi rst and last sections of the poem.

              Examiners noted out the tendency to identify features such as alliteration or assonance without 
commenting on the effect they have on the reader.     
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Examiner Comments

The whole essay is included to demonstrate the candidate’s confi dent use 
of literary terminology, attention to details in the language as well as a 
discussion of the poem’s ambiguities. There is enough of an overview of 
the poem to justify the marks in Band 3 for AO1 and Band 5 for AO2

Examiner Tip

Use terminology to show how it enhances the meaning. Acknowledge 
ambiguities in the poem. Attend to detail. Provide an overview. This is 
a brief extract from a low achieving candidate.
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An example of a high achieving answer.  
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Examiner Comments

This candidate starts with a rather obvious comment deriving from the 
question and then spends too much time on the use of commas and 
struggling to achieve focus and concision.

Examiner Tip

It is not a good idea to spend too much time on one point.
The point being made should enhance the literary nature 
of the discussion. 
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Question 2       
     Examiners saw a wide range of answers on the extract from the Oscar Wilde novel even though it was 
a less popular choice than the poem. 

             Many candidates were confi dent in dealing with the narrative voice’s focus on Dorian Gray’s obsessive 
nature and his search for opium depicting one character’s perceptions of his surroundings. The 
gothic nature of the writing was commented on by many candidates. The sense imagery such as the 
many visual details and sounds provided thoughtful discussion on what they might signify. External 
details such as the night time setting, the crowds of people, rain, contrasted with clouds and the 
moon were often perceived to be contrasted with Dorian Gray through whose consciousness the third 
person narrative is fi ltered. There was quite a lot of speculation about the presentation of events and 
characters outside the passage which not all candidates realised would be clarifi ed by a reading of the 
rest of the novel. Similarly the literary effect of the ellipsis between ‘gallop’ and ‘Suddenly’ is less a 
deliberate device that an indication that something has been omitted.     

    Some less able candidates tended to paraphrase what they had read and to make comments on drug 
addiction and its effects on individuals and society.    

    Examiners felt that in general more able candidates were tending to choose the prose passage 
although there was a range of good answers on both unseen texts.     

      An example of a well focussed candidate who scored in Band 3 for AO1 and low in Band 5 for AO2. 
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Examiner Comments

This answer makes a number of literary points concisely.
This is good example of how a literary feature is illustrated from the 
passage and then followed up by an analytical comment on its effect.

Examiner Tip

When referring to language features, illustrate 
and  comment on what effect they have on the reader.
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Part of an answer that scored in Band 2 for AO1 and in Band 3 for AO2   
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Examiner Comments

There are some valid points on language here but the use of terminology is 
not always correct and the effects could be more precisely analysed.

Examiner Tip

Use correct terminology. Be precise in describing and 
analysing the effects language has on the reader.
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     Question 3 (a) 
     This was by far the most popular question on the paper. The most popular texts were Tess and Gatsby, 
Rapture and the Metaphysicals. There was some appreciation from examiners of the ways in which 
those who had studied Duffy and the Metaphysicals were able to demonstrate a detailed understanding 
of the crafting of these poems offering pertinent and sensitive interpretations.  

             The most popular approach was to grapple effectively with the concepts of happiness or the reverse 
with plenty of textual evidence provided to show how diffi cult it is to achieve happiness. Tess and her 
parents, Angel and Alec, the permutations of Gatsby, Daisy, Tom, Myrtle and Wilson provided much 
scope for unhappiness in relationships in the most popular of the novels. Pelagia and Mandras provided 
evidence of the potential for the happiness/failure opposition. Carlo and his feelings for Corelli and 
the narrative techniques used to present this were often a fruitful line of inquiry; Pelagia and Corelli’s 
relationship provided quite a lot of debate on exactly how happy it was. Donne, Marvell and the 
seventeenth century attitudes to women and sexual relationships often provided interesting contrasts 
with the novels but also with what might be going on in the Rapture poems.     

    There were some often perceptive comments on the ways in which Donne depicted his relationships 
at both ends of the spectrum contrasting the witty and erotic in ‘The Flea’ or ‘The Sun Rising’ for 
example    with the violent religious imagery as in ‘Batter My Heart’ and the grief of ‘A Nocturnal Upon 
St Lucy’s Day’ There was some impressive knowledge of his private life and religious apostasy to rival 
that of Duffy’s sexuality and religious and educational backgrounds.    

    On the whole comparisons between the texts was well managed although potentially good answers did 
underplay the links between the texts despite good knowledge of individual texts. It is important that 
the links should be literary ones so it is gratifying to observe the ways in which candidates show how 
the various narratives work or the ways in which poems and novels can fi nd much common ground in 
their use of language for example. The use of other responses to texts is seen at its best when they 
are incorporated effectively into the argument, not overdone and complement or lead into the point 
that comes from the candidate.    

    Candidates seem to be coming to terms with the need to incorporate contextual awareness and 
knowledge into their answers. Even though there is a more limited set of contexts for the modern 
texts, there is often impressive knowledge of the contexts surrounding the writing and reception of 
Corelli and Rapture as well as Tess, Gatsby and the Metaphysical poets.      
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      An effective link between a critic’s view and context.

Examiner Comments

The critic’s comment and that of the author herself balance each other well.

Examiner Tip

This is one way of dealing with the context within which 
the text was written supported by the view of another 
reader.
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            An extract from a script that starts very well and which also makes some effective links between texts 
from the same essay. 
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Examiner Comments

This introduction fi nds a clear focus on the topic and makes some valid links between texts and 
suggests some contextual awareness.The links made here suggest a clear detailed knowledge of 
the texts being discussed.There is good use of terminology and effective illustration.

Examiner Tip

Find a clear focus in your introduction suggesting some of the 
things you intend to do later in your essay.Show your textual 
knowledge to support your point and use appropriate terminology.
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       Question 3 (b )
     Although this was considerably less popular than Q3a there were plenty of responses at all levels of 
achievement. There was plenty of opportunity to engage with what might be meant by ‘universal’ and 
to explore other facets of the ‘time, place, gender’ aspects of the chosen texts.  

       The range of poetry, from both the Metaphysicals and Duffy was similar to that for Q3a.The 
universality of the situations that lovers fi nd themselves in encouraged some fascinating links across 
time, genre and location.     

        Some interesting contextual points were made about Duffy’s use and adaptation of traditional forms 
such as the sonnet, Darwin’s infl uence on Hardy, religious belief in the sixteenth century and the 
challenges to it in the nineteenth and twentieth. The focuses on sexual relationships and sexuality and 
how they would have been received in the period in which text is set, such as Tess and Corelli and the 
time of writing and now, was a challenge met fully only by high achieving candidates. However most 
made some attempt to come to terms with these quite complex issues.    

    
Question 4 (a) 
     We saw very few answers to Q4a and Q4b but the three novels all found perceptive and informed 
readers exploring the ambiguous treatment of Pip, Pi and Ruby and the narrative strategies employed 
to tell their stories which may determine the ways in which readers respond to them. There were a 
very few answers that referred to Grace Nichols’ poems. 

       Question 5 (a) 
     The few answers on Q5a and Q5b tended almost exclusively to deal with ‘Small Island’ and ‘The Final 
Passage’ and found interesting links and differences in the ways in which their authors deal with not 
dissimilar situations. There were a very small number of references to the poetry of Imtiaz Dharker. 

       
Question 6 (a) 
     There was a good range of answers on the war texts although a lot fewer than for Relationships. 
Some examiners felt that answers were disjointed or dealt with only one text in detail. When only a 
small number of poems is dealt with there is a suspicion of limited preparation which has prevented 
the candidate achieving highly in AO3. Nevertheless there was evidence of high achievement when 
candidates did focus on the authors’ intentions and the literary devices they employed. There was 
some rewarding material when candidates discussed the diversity of language styles across the texts 
enabling them to make thoughtful comparisons which did score highly in AO3. It was interesting to see 
connections between the fi ctionalised versions of Owen and Sassoon in ‘The Ghost Road’ and their real 
selves as revealed in their poetry.    Similarly, the horrors of war as depicted across a huge variety of 
cultures and styles let to much profi table comparisons (for AO3, as well as for AO1 and AO2). 

             There was evidence of a following for each of the novels and poetry anthologies although the choice of 
poems is not very wide ranging, and there were not many answers on ‘Legion’.     
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      A high achieving essay 
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Examiner Comments

This writer achieves a subtle way of introducing the texts being discussed. The writer went 
on to develop this in the rest of a very well-managed discussion. (Top band in all AOs). The 
candidate then develops links between the character of Wilfred Owen in ‘The Ghost Road 
and the actual writer of ‘Dulce et Decorum Est’, whilst using another critic to support a 
point. AO1, AO2 and AO3 are being hit at a high level here. This candidate demonstrates 
excellent textual knowledge and consistently fi nds links between the texts to develop and 
support the discussion.The next paragraph introduces an interesting contextual point. There 
are later valuable points about the context in which Owen wrote ‘Dulce et Decorum Est’ and 
later on some valid points about ‘The Kite Runner

Examiner Tip

Use your introduction to help fi nd the focus for the discussion 
that will follow. ntegrate quotations, the comments of other 
writers into an ongoing discussion.Try to integrate contextual 
points consistently into the argument or discussion.
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           An introduction to a fairly borderline candidate’s essay. (Low Band 2 for AO1 and AO2, low Band 3 for 
AO3 and Band 2 for AO4). 

Examiner Comments

This introduction makes a straightforward attempt to focus on the texts being 
studied and to make some hints towards the contexts which address the 
situation being written about.

Examiner Tip

Find a focus for your writing but try to move beyond 
factual statements alone.
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          Question 6 (b) 
     This was the least popular of the War questions. Good higher band answers managed to fi nd valid 
interpretations of the ‘human condition’. Lower band answers were more likely to be superfi cial in 
their interpretation of what it means to be human, providing exemplifi cation of how characters were 
responding in human way to the unexpected and unacceptable circumstances of war.  

          An example of a sound, well-focussed introduction. 

 

Examiner Comments

This is a sound introduction because it has a clear focus on the topic, a good 
sense of genre, establishes from the outset valid links between the texts 
being discussed and sets out some basic contextual details about the worlds 
which the novels inhabit.

Examiner Tip

A good introduction will help you fi nd a focus for your 
writing as well as help the examiner to see how your 
discussion might develop.
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          The writing when it achieves marks in the top bands for the AOs is often most impressive. This suggests 
both good preparation and genuine enthusiasm for writing about literature. 

             On the other hand, we are often disappointed when the answer seems to be based on a restricted 
amount of reading, especially when it seems evident that the number of poems the candidates can 
refer to is very small.    

    In general AO1 is achieved when the approach is consistently literary, but when narrative or 
descriptive writing predominates, as it can do in lower achieving candidates it is unlikely to score 
higher than Band 2 for this AO. We also look for the ability to achieve a sustained argument in order 
to achieve the top band in this AO. The level of accuracy is mostly acceptable aand we are tolerant of 
slips made under exam conditions.    

    AO2 was generally also well managed by most candidates once they had realised that meaning is not 
conveyed through narrative or descriptive but with ongoing discussion of structure, form and language 
and generally fi nding a critical voice.    

    The examples illustrated in this report show that AO3 can be met in many different ways. If a 
candidate can only refer to a small range of material across the texts studied, then achievement in 
this AO is inevitably going to be limited.    

    AO4 is often achieved with remarkable skill as is evident from some of the examples in this report. 
Although it is not necessary to address all of the bullet points in the descriptors in the marking grids, 
it is important to hit them consistently and at a high level. Some candidates seem unable to address 
contexts at any but a superfi cial level.    

    Finally we would like to appreciate the level at which high achieving candidates achieve across the 
AOs, as they move towards and frequently attain   the   higher order skills such as analysis and synthesis.     
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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